Nonparaxial propagation of the chirped Airy vortex beams in uniaxial crystal orthogonal to the optical axis.
We study both analytically and numerically nonparaxial propagation dynamics of the Chirped Airy vortex (CAiV) beams in uniaxial crystal orthogonal to the optical axis. The propagation trajectory, the intensity, the radiation forces, the Poynting vector and the angular momentum (AM) of the CAiV beams are illustrated by numerical examples. The influences of the ratio of the extraordinary refractive index to the ordinary refractive index, the linear chirp factor and the quadratic chirp factor on the nonparaxial evolution of the CAiV beams are examined in detail. Results show that the linear chirp factor provides an intensity concentration, which is totally different with the influence of the quadratic chirp. Besides, the uniaxial crystals with different refractive index ratios can be used to control the intensity of optical lobes. Moreover, the value and the direction of the radiation forces depend on the propagation distance and the chirp factor. The chirp factor acting on the Poynting vector and the AM mainly occurs in the direction of vectors. The nonparaxial propagation characteristics of the CAiV beams provide a convenient method to the intensity modulation and the optical manipulation of micro particles.